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Abstract 
Answering a question first explicitly stated by de Vries in 1993, we observe that for an arbitrary 
topological dynamical system the property of being an almost periodic point does not depend 
on the topology of the acting group. In other words, the traditional distinction made between the 
notions of an almost periodic point and of a discretely almost periodic point is unnecessary. 0 1998 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Ever since the concept of an almost periodic point was extended half a century ago 
from the case of flows and cascades to the general setting of an arbitrary acting topolog- 
ical group [4], it customarily appeared in two parallel versions, one for the original and 
the other for the discrete topologies on the acting group [l-6]. Every discretely almost 
periodic point is obviously almost periodic, but the converse was only known to be true 
if the phase space X is either (locally) compact [3, Corollary 31; [5, Theorem 4.101; 
[ 1, Corollary 1.91 or, more generally, admits a compactification [6, note IV.7.1.31. Dis- 
tinguishing between the two notions was mentioned as an open problem in de Vries’ 
monograph ([6], loco cituto). 
Robert Ellis in his Lectures on Topological Dynamics [2] remarks (pp. 10, 11): “Hence, 
whether or not x is an almost periodic point [in the case where the phase space X is 
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compact. - VP] does not depend on the topology on T. It turns out that this is true of 
most of the notions studied in topological dynamics. This means that for most purposes 
we may assume that T is discrete.” 
Here we further enhance Ellis’s viewpoint and solve de Vries’ problem by observing 
that whether or not 2 is an almost periodic point does not depend on the topology on T 
in the most general case of an arbitrary topological transformation group. 
2. Conventions 
We adopt the notation and terminology of [6]. All topological spaces and groups are 
Hausdorff. The unit of a group T is denoted by e. Let X = (T, X, 7r) be a topological 
transformation group (ttg). A point x E X is almost periodic if for every neighbourhood 
U 3 x in X the set D(z, U) = def {t E T: tx E U} is syndetic in T, that is, for 
some compact K C T one has KD(x, U) = T. A point x E X is discretely almost 
periodic if for every open U 3 IC the set D(x, U) is discretely syndetic in T, which 
means FD(x, U) = T for a finite F C T. 
3. Theorem 
Theorem. Let X = (T, X, 7r) b e a topological transformation group. A point x E X is 
almost periodic if and only if it is discretely almost periodic. 
Proof. The implication + is obvious. Now assume that 2 is almost periodic. Let U be 
an arbitrary neighbourhood of z in X. We will show that D(x, U) is discretely syndetic. 
Since the action rr : T x X --) X is continuous and (e, CC) +% x, there exist neighbor- 
hoods V 3 e in T and U’ 3 x in X such that V U’ c U, that is, II . u’ E U whenever 
w E V and U’ E U’. It implies that 
VD(x, U’) C D(z, U). (1) 
Indeed, if w E V and g E D(x, U’), then g. CE E U’ and (vg) x = w. (9. x) E U. 
Since z is almost periodic, there is a compact K C T with 
KD(x, U’) = T. (2) 
Being compact, K is covered by finitely many left translations of any nonempty open 
subset of T, such as V. Fix a finite F C T with 
KGFV. 
Now one has 
(3) 
T s KD(x, U’) 2 (FV)D(x, U’) = F(VD(x, U’)) ‘2 FD(x, U) 5 T, 
that is, FD(x, U) = T for F finite and the set D(z, U) is discretely syndetic, as re- 
quired. 0 
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Corollary. LA an abstract group T act upon a topological space X by homeomorphisms. 
The following are equivalent for an x E X: 
(a) x is discretely almost periodic; 
(b) x is almost periodic with respect to some group topology on T making the action 
T x X + X jointly continuous; 
(c) x is almost periodic with respect to every group topology on T making the action 
T x X 4 X jointly continuous. 
4. Discussion 
(1) In all the likeness, the reason why the suggested proof, direct and simple as it is, 
was never discovered before is purely psychological: over the last half a century, 
the equivalence of two types of almost periodicity was invariably deduced (under 
additional restrictions) from the equivalence of each of them to the minimality of 
the phase space, so that it gradually became a mode of thinking. 
(2) It remains yet to examine in a formalized setting the relevance of the choice of a 
topology on the acting group in abstract opological dynamics. Perhaps, the heuris- 
tic principle behind the last two sentences of Ellis’ remark quoted in Section 1 
above, as well as other similar comments (cf. [2, pp. x, 2, 5]), will eventually 
crystallize into a metatheorem. 
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